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Research question and motivation
The common denominator of existing research in the field intellectual property and corporate taxation is the consensus on
substantial growth of importance of intellectual property not just as a factor of production, but also as a tool of profit shifting.
The existing literature is mostly focusing on the quantity of intangible assets located within a jurisdiction or on indirect
evidence of profit shifting on the national level.
Namely, Karkinsky and Riedel (2012) analyze the impact of tax policy on the number of patent applications and intangible
assets in general, Griffith, Miller and O'Connell (2014) attempt to build empirical background for ex ante analysis of
responsiveness of multinational companies intellectual property legal location subjected to a change in effective tax rate,
Hines and Rice (1994) bring evidence that profitability of investments in tax havens is extraordinary, which indirectly proves
the profit shifting and Grubert and Mutti (2009) describe the disproportion of royalty income as a component of national
income which is heavily attracted to low tax jurisdictions.
Moreover, there are also few studies that rely more on the quality of intangible assets located within a jurisdiction, rather
than to their quantity. For example, Dudar, Spengel, Voget (2015) discuss the role of tax policy as a determinant of the
mutual royalty flows on bilateral level. They emphasize, that the number of shifted intangible assets is not the perfect
indicator of the magnitude of profit shifting due to diverse quality (value) of the IP assets.
In my thesis, I will stick to their approach and focus on the royalty payment yields per in-force IP asset, which can be
understood as a measure of quality of such the asset. The aim of my research is to find a correlation between the tax policy
(effective tax rate on corporate profits from intellectual property) and the royalty inflows relative to number of in-force
registered patents, trademarks, etc. I will also attempt to study its time dynamics, in order to find whether the regulation of
royalties is, next to the delocalization of intangible assets also a relevant tool of tax planning despite the regulatory
framework (transfer pricing constrains).
Contribution
As I aready described in the previous section, my study is attempting to be an extention of existing research (Dudar, Spengel,
Voge, 2015)by focusing on the royalties flow per patent, trademark, utility design or industrial design ranther than on the
number of IP asssets located within a country. I suggest that this peice of information could be usefiill to complete the image
and understand the tax planning behavior of multinational companies, which is crucial for a successfiill design and adoption
of an efficient regulatory approach.

Methodology
The aim of my study is to use basic tools of econometrics to analyze cross sectional national level data in the first step (To
study the possible correlation between taxation of royalties and royalty inflow per IP asset) and then, I will attempt to
analzye the extended national level panel data (in order to discover the phenomena’s dynamics). The data I‘m going to use is
public, published by International Monetary Fund, Balance of Payments Statistics (per country inflows from charges for
intellectual property), WIPO statistics database (World Intellectual Property Organization’s panel data including yearly per
country in-force intellectual properties). There is also a possibility to include a case study based on company’s financial
statements or company level data.
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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to compare the impacts of patent box intro
duction on R&D and patenting activity with impacts generated by
equivalent change in corporate income tax rate in order to evaluate
whether the patent boxes in general succeed in targeting the tax
benefit efficiently on the R&D fostering. Using OECD country-level
data panel consolidated from various sources, inch the PATSTAT
database, three different metrics that altogether capture the over
all R&D (i.e. actual innovation generating activity) and patenting
(i.e. intangible asset generating activity) situation were defined and
computed.

The SURE (Seemingly unrelated regression equations')

estimation m ethod is then used to study those metrics in the con
text o f relevant macroeconomic, R&D and tax indicators, conclud
ing that both, the patent box regime and the statutory corporate
income tax rate decline have positive impact on R&D and patent
ing activity, while the effect issued from a patent box introduction
tends to be moderated.

Despite a special attention given to the

comparison o f magnitudes of the actual innovation fostering effect
and the patent shifting effect associated with the policy change, the
analysis was partially inconclusive on this point. In case of patent
box regime, the patent shifting effect seems to be dominant, while
in case of statutory corporate income tax rate reduction, the result
is ambiguous.
Tato práce si klade za cíl srovnat vliv patent boxu (speciálního
daňového režimu, ve kterém jsou příjmy generované patenty předmětem
zvýhodněné daňové sazby) a vliv celkového snížení sazby daně z
příjmu právnických ososb na vědu, výzkum (tj. na aktivity, jejichž
výsledkem je samotná inovace) a patentování (tj.

aktivity, jejichž

výsledkem je tvorba aktiv duševího vlastnictví). Za použití panelu

dat na úrovni zemí OECD byly definovány metriky, které společně
zachycují situaci na R&D a patentové scéně jednotlivých států. Tyto
metriky byly posléze studovány v kontextu relevantních makroeko
nomických ukazatelů, socio-ekonomických ukazatelů relevantních pro
vědu a výzkum a parametrů daňového prostředí, a to pom ocí met
ody SURE (ekonom etrická metoda pro odhad soustavy rovnic s možnou
korelaci mezi jednotlivými vysvětlovanými proměnnými'). Provedená
analýza napovídá, že oba studované nástroje, t.j.

patent box i

obecné snížení daňové zátěže, m ají pozitivní vliv na výzkumnou
aktivitu i na tvorbu nových patentů. U patent box režimu se však
efekt zdá být tlumenější.

Velká pozornost se v této práci věnuje

zejména srovnání nárůstu patenovaných inovací pramenícího přímo
z daňové úlevy s objem em patentů, které byly přelity ze zahraničí
kvůli daňové optimalizaci. V tom to bodě je však závěr práce částečně
nejednoznačný. Zatímco pro patent box se efekt přetahování pat
entů ze zahraničí zdá být dominantní, pro obecné snížení daně se
dominantní efekt nepodařilo identifikovat.
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Intellectual Property

R&D

Research and Development
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Corporate Income Tax
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Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
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Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
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European Patent Office
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European Intellectual Property Office
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Patent Cooperation Treaty, used also as the name of worldwide patenting procedure
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Multinational Enterprise
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Seemingly unrelated regression (equation) - name of estimation method
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Introduction
The intellectual property (i.e. intangible assets such as market
ing trademarks and brands, and most importantly patents; here
inafter referred to as IP) are becoming key components of today’s
knowledge-based economies. Next to gaining on importance as value
drivers and key factors of production (Skeie, Johansson, Sorbe, 2016),
intellectual assets can also serve as profit shifting tools (see Grubert
2003) thanks to its following characteristics:
• Their nature allows the asset owned by one affiliate to be used
as factor of production in many other affiliates - that generates
opportunities for intra-group profit shifting flows towards the
IP owning affiliate (Lipsey, 2010)
• Low costs of geographical separation of IP ownership and pro
duction, relatively low cost of IP relocation allows the multina
tionals to strategically place the IP ownership with respect to
legal and tax framework (Dischinger; Riedel, 2010)
• Non-transparency and failure of Arm’s length principle in IP
related transactions (transfers, royalties) due to low level of
comparability (Grubert, 2003)
Evidence is given that multinationals tend to place their stra
tegic intellectual property into affiliates operating relatively low tax
jurisdictions (e.g. Karkinksi; Riedel, 2012; Dischinger; Ridel, 2010)
in order to establish profit shifting links and, via royalty payments,
decrease the tax base of group’s affiliates in relatively higher tax
jurisdictions.
On the other hand, next to the legal location of intangible assets,
it seems that the real economic activity, especially research and
development activities, can be also strategically located with respect
to tax rates (Grubert, 2003).
Attraction of real economic activity, namely the mobile R&D
investments, through friendly tax environment is one of the ideas
behind implementation of IP-Box regimes in increasing number of
OECD jurisdiction (Evers, 2014). IP-Box regime (or patent box
regime, innovation box regime) is a preferential tax regime that
distinguishes between corporate income generated by intangible as
sets (usually restricted to patents and equivalents). In principle,
under IP-Box regime, the income generated by those IP assets is
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then subject to lower tax rate. Naturally, there might be additional
requirements imposed on either the nature of income or involved
intangibility. Within OECD, there are currently 11 IP-Box regimes.
Concerns are raised that the true motivation of an IP-Box regime
impositions is purely the tax competition. And that IP-Boxes foster
profit shifting and tax MNEs’ tax burden minimization, rather than
innovation and development (e.g. Evers, 2014). Due to that, there
has been a significant effort by OECD and national authorities to
set some minimal requirements to prevent the regimes from being
harmful to international tax competition. First set of such require
ments is explained in BEPS Action 5 - Countering Harmful Tax
Practices More Effectively, Taking into Account Transparency and
Substance OECD report, released in 2014.
The main principle introduced in the report is N exus Approach.
This approach aims to identify the amount of so called qualifying
income, in other words, to decide whether and to what extent should
the income generated by relevant intangible assets be subject of the
tax preferential treatment. The Nexus Approach only allows IP
holding entities to benefit from the preferential regime to the ex
tent to which they contributed themselves to the R&D behind their
intangible asset, or outsourced the contribution from an unrelated
entity. Practically, the entity’s contribution is proxied by Nexus Ra
tio (see Equation ). The numerator of Nexus ratio is the amount
of qualifying expenditures - expenditures related R&D activities rel
evant to the intangible asset that are executed by the entity itself
or outsourced by an unrelated party (e.g. an university). In the
denominator of the ratio, we find the amount of overall expenditures
(all expenditures related to IP acquisition including expenditures
that are not qualifying, e.g. expenditures related to R&D activit
ies outsourced by a subsidiary). Next to the definition of Nexus
Approach, the report also specifies that the overall income serving
as an input in computation of qualifying income, should be limited
only to income with close linkage to the IP, such as royalty income,
or embedded income from commercialization of goods and services
derived directly from the IP. Special rules are also set for treat
ment of acquired IP, allowing only expenditures on post-acquisition
improvement of the asset to act as qualifying expenditures.
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Qualifying income = Income generated by IP x

Qualifying expenditures
Overall Expenditures

Nexus approach formula (1)

In 2015, a revision o f the BEPS Action 5 deliverable was pub
lished.

The M odified N exus Approach in general accepts the

principles o f Nexus Approach introduced in 2014. The most signi
ficant difference lies in allowance of up to 30% uplift o f the qualifying
expenditures in selected cases, where a related entity is involved in
the underlying R&D or IP acquisition.

Finally, 30 June 2021 is

established as the deadline for abolition of non-compliant IP-Box
regimes.
According to Harmful Tax Practices - 2018 Progress Report on
Preferential Regimes by OECD, at the day o f publication of this
report, all IP-Box regimes within OECD except one were already
compliant with the Nexus Approach and the following statement is
given:
“These changes mean that it is no longer possible to
shift income from IP assets into a preferential regime without
having undertaken the underlying research and develop
ment activity to crate that IP.”
(2018 Progress Report on Preferential Regimes, OECD,
2019)
Nevertheless, potential contribution in the harmful tax com pet
ition is not the only argument o f IP-Box regime opponents. If the
IP-Box regime is understood as a form of R&D incentive, then it
significantly differs from the other incentive forms in one key fea
ture. IP-Box regime is an ex post incentive. The benefit (consisting
of lower tax burden) cannot be claimed unless the innovation is pat
ented and materialized to generate an income to the asset owner.
Moreover, the amount of subsidy is proportional to the income gen
erated by the IP asset. The opponents’ complain that this businessoriented selection of incentivized R&D projects might fail to target
and support R&D projects with positive spillover potential. Tradi
tionally, ex ante incentives that disregard the commercial success of
the innovation (e.g. tax credits) are used (Evers, 2014).
In addition to that, IP-Box regimes located within European
Single Market have been criticized for imposing unequal conditions
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and attracting knowledge, especially the taxable income, to the se
lected economies to the detriment of other members. Example given,
the ex German finance minister Wolfgang Schäuble was very active
in criticizing the policy tool. He publicly articulated his opinion that
IP-Box regimes should not be allowed within the SEA and in 2013,
he called it “going against the European spirit”. Needless to say, this
statement was given before the BEPS Action 5 initiative, when the
requirements on minimal real economic activity associated with an
intangible asset in order to qualify income issued from this asset for
the preferential treatment were not set on any international level.
However, evaluation of its effect on the tax competition among EU
Member States will not be subject of this work.
The aim of this thesis is to study the responsiveness of R&D
and patenting activity to changes in tax environment issued from
different policy tools, namely with the patent box regime induction
and general reduction of statutory corporate income tax rate. Spe
cial emphasis in put on the evaluation of the relative magnitude of
“patent shifting” and “IP fostering” effect being associated with the
policies.

1 LITERATURE OVERVIEW

1

Literature overview

1.1

Discovering the role of intangibles in B E P S

First evidence on profit shifting behaviour of MNEs dates back to
1990’s when Grubert and Mutti (1991) or Hines and Rice (1994)
published their findings. The aim of these pieces of research was
estimate the responsiveness of reported profits to changes in tax
environment.
In the same period, Harris (1993) conducts an impact analysis of
tax reform from 1986 concluding that profits of companies with in
tensive R&D or advertising investments seem to be more responsive
to changes in tax rate. The suggestion he makes based on this obser
vation is that the intangible assets that are consequently products of
the R&D and advertising activities enable companies to shift their
profits a more ’’efficient” way.
Ten years after Harris (1993), another key research is this field
was published by Harry Grubert in 2003. Grubert also notices that
the location-specific profitability of R&D companies seem to be de
pendent on the tax environment to larger extent, than in the case
of a usual company. Moreover, he also concludes that marketing
related intellectual property is not as common in the profit shifting
practices as patents. Furthermore, he focuses solely on the rela
tionship between intangible assets and profit shifting and concludes
that in R&D intensive businesses, tax avoidance might motivate,
next strategic legal location of intangible assets, also the strategic
location of the actual real economic activity, namely the research
and development.
One of the first papers describing the empirical relationship be
hind strategic location of intangible assets within a multinational
group (i.e. using the company level data) in the context of tax en
vironment of jurisdictions where the MNE operates is Dischinger,
Riedel (2011). They leverage the data from balance sheets of a large
sample of European multinational company units to give evidence
of a significant negative effect of corporate income tax rate (and
CIT intra-group differential) on both the amount of held intangible
assets and the probability of holding any. They also quantify the
semi-elasticity and show, for an affiliate located in country A, a 1%
decrease in average corporate income tax rate difference between A
and all other members seems to result in around 1.7% increase in
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A’s subsidiary’s held intangibles. The particularity in this research
consists in inclusion of matrix of pairwise levels of withholding tax
on royalty transfers among all the in-scope jurisdiction.
Later, Karkinsky and Riedel (2012) focus exclusively on patents
and bring evidence on the same pattern of behaviour based on PATSTAT data on patent applications. Their estimate of semi-elasticity
implies that for an affiliate located in country A, a 1% decrease
in average corporate income tax rate difference between A and all
other members seems to result in around 3.8% increase in A’s sub
sidiary’s patent applications. Their empirical approach is unique
for accounting also for pairwise withdrawal royalty tax settings of
included countries.
Common denominator of those three studies is that they empir
ical results are suggested as “lower bound” of the actual effect be
cause, except Dischinger, Riedel (2011), they all rely on the initial
patent location (applicant’s residence) and don’t take into consider
ation the possibility of later transfers. However, this simplification
seems to have only limited impacts on the results reliability because,
as Gaessler et al. (2017) suggest, despite empirical evidence for taxmotivated patent transfers in general, IP-Box tax levies seem to
induce patent transfers uniquely if they allow acquired patents to
qualify, which is not standard practice nowadays.
1.2

IP -B o x re g im e s

The studies presented up to this moment were focusing on the us
age of intellectual property in profit shifting activities in general,
i.e. with no special emphasis of IP-Box regime phenomenon. Des
pite Ireland has an IP-Box regime since 70’s (not continuously), the
boom of IP-Box regimes begins after French IP-Box regime intro
duction in 2000. As a reaction to the emerging number of patent
box regimes in developed economies, this phenomenon becomes also
the subject of academic interest from both legal and economic per
spective since 2015 approximately. The dominant question of the
economic branch of IP related research addresses the investigation
of the impacts of IP-Box regime introduction on local research and
development activity.
Several pieces of research suggesting that IP-Box regimes have no
positive impact on the local innovating activity and only attract shif
ted patent applications or even existing intangible assets have been
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published in 2015. Example given in their JRC Report for European
Comission, Alstadsaeter (2015) studies how implementation of an
IP-Box regime and its specihc features (including non-hscal ones)
on the patenting activity of top innovators in 3 most IP intens
ive sectors across selected 33 developed economies and concludes
that studied preferential regimes do attract patent applications, but
“mostly due to the specific favourable tax treatment that they bring
about”. Moreover, the report suggests the location of highly valuable
patents with high expected future income is more sensitive to the
tax environment and computes that to actually foster local innov
ating activity, jurisdictions would have to decrease the tax subsidy
provided through IP-Box regime to the optimal level.
On the other hand, evidence was found by Schwab et al. (2017)
that the old-fashioned IP-Box regimes without requirements on min
imal real economic activity do generate positive cross-border R&D
spillovers. More precisely, they investigated how the introduction
of an IP-Box regime in a jurisdiction affects research and develop
ment activity of parent companies of the entities operating in this
jurisdiction. They conclude that the parent company research and
development activities might increase by 1.1% per percentage point
of the tax rate differential proposed by the jurisdiction and con
sequently, the patenting output increases, too, despite the patent
quality being suggested to decrease slightly. However, they emphas
ize the key assumption for the generation of the positive spillover
effect is the absence of nexus requirement on the introduced IP-Box
regime, because patent shifting activity is crucial for (form parent’s
perspective) the local R&D activity to flourish. Needless to say, this
study doesn’t evaluate the effect on the research and development
activity in the country with the IP-Box regime. It only concludes
that next to being frightened by tax predating, countries witnessing
an unregulated IP-Box regimes introduction might also beneht from
the situation to a certain extent.
Knowing the last two presented pieces of research and aiming to
evaluate the relative magnitude of the two described effect, Dekker
(2017) brings an original approach to study R&D consequences of
IP-Box regime induction. First, he distinguishes and treats separ
ately the patent application itself as a legal act executed by future
legal owner of the issued IP asset, and the underlying research and
development activity, emphasizing that those processes can be in-
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dependent and geographically separable. Second, he sorts the pat
ent applications from residents of any jurisdiction into two groups “shifted” and “homegrown” according to the geographical location
of the underlaying R&D activity. He observes that an induction of
an IP-Box regimes on average fails to foster research and develop
ment in the implementing jurisdiction. Dekker (2017) also describes
the crowd out effect associated with patent box introduction, i.e. the
mechanism of harmful effects on the local R&D. However, he con
firms that a patent box regimes have capacity to attract application
of patents developed abroad, seems to be in line with Schwab et al.
(2017) findings on positive cross-boarder spillover effects. However,
the author concludes that IP-Box regimes should not be presented
as R&D incentives policies since they “seem to have a negative effect
on innovation in the hom e country and [their] effect on a global level
remains unclear”. In addition to that, he admits that nexus ratio
requirements might significantly improve the situation.
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2

Empirical approach

2.1

Empirical strategy

The aim the empirical section of this thesis is to study the difference
in responses of R&D and patenting activity associated with IP-Box
regime introduction and with equivalent decline in effective corpor
ate income tax rate driven by general statutory corporate income
tax rate decrease. Special emphasis is given on evaluation of the
relative magnitude of “patent shifting” and “IP fostering” effects
being associated with the listed incentivizing tax policy tools. As
an evidence for “patent shifting” effect being dominant, following
conditions have to be satisfied:

• Negative sign correlation between the tax burden and
patent applications - this is the minimal requirement. If pat
ents, as intangible assets are used as tool of profit shifting, then
it has to be extensively placed in the lower tax jurisdictions.

• Absolutely higher responsiveness to tax burden changes
in case of patent applications, than in case of R&D in
novating activity. This assumption is crucial for the patent
shifting evidence. In case negative sign relationship was detec
ted between the tax burden and both, the patent applications
and R&D activity independently, we are still missing evidence
that the increment in patent applications generated by tax in
centive is due to shifted patents, and not due to the flourishing
local innovative activities.
As an evidence for “innovation fostering” effect being dominant,
following conditions have to be satisfied:

• Negative sign correlation between the tax burden and
R&D activity indicator - this is the minimal requirement.
If the research and development activity is being fostered by
studied policy that is has to respond positively to reductions of
effective corporate income tax rate associated with the policy.

• Absolutely lower responsiveness to tax burden changes
in case of patent applications, than in case of R&D in
novating activity. This assumption is crucial for the R&D
fostering evidence. In case negative sign relationship was detec
ted between the tax burden and both, the patent applications
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and R&D activity independently, we are still missing evidence
that the increment in patent applications generated by tax in
centive is due to flourishing local innovation activity, and not
due attraction of patent application on innovations developed
abroad.
The idea of distinguishing between patenting and actual innovating
activity in order to evaluate the impacts of patent box introduc
tion more precisely is not new. Similar strategy is used in recent
literature (e.g. in Dekker, 2017).
2.2
2.2.1

D a ta
Explained variables

To evaluate the effect of changes in tax environment on R&D and
patenting activity, several country specific metrics that, altogether,
give sufficient insight in local innovating and patenting scene have
been defined and computed based on available data, mainly from
PATSTAT database of patent applications. The PATSTAT data
base is widely used in recent publications focusing on innovation or
intangible assets (Dekker, 2015; Karkinksy and Riedel, 2012). Des
pite being administrated by European Patent Office, the database
(see Figure 1) contains information on all worldwide patents, includ
ing personal information on the applicant and inventor behind each
particular innovation applying for patent protection.
For the purpose of this thesis, the extract from PATSTAT data
base that is originally provided on in very high detail (application
level) was aggregated into two country level indicators that serve
as building stones of the mentioned country specific patenting and
innovation activity metrics. The quantitative definition and data
source of the variables is provided in 1. The two building stones of
any innovation metric are following:
• a p p sct represents the number of patent applications filled by

applicants resident in the jurisdiction c, applied in the year t.
In the patent application process, two major roles are present
and applicant role is one of them. It can be either physical or
legal person that, in case the application is successful, becomes
owner of the issued intangible asset. The geographic location
of intellectual property office that accepts the application and
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the future geographic scope of patent protection don’t influence
the appsct variable.
• in vsct represents the number of patent applications with in

ventor resident in the jurisdiction c, applied in the year t. As
already mentioned, in the patent application process, there are
two major roles. Inventor is the second major role behind a
patent application, next to the already mentioned applicant.
Inventor is a physical person or a group of physical persons
who are the brains behind the innovation being subject to pat
ent application. The team can be, naturally, international. The
in v sa variable sums all the contributions of residents of juris
diction c on innovations being subject of patent application by
any applicant in the year t. Again, the geographic location of
intellectual property office that accepts the application and the
future geographic scope of patent protection don’t influence the
cippSet variable.
To illustrate the difference between those indicators, and example
is given. If one researcher from Country A joins a team of three
researchers from Country B and together develop an innovation that
is later be subject to patent application by a company resident in
Country A,the invs score will be 0.25 for Country A and 0.75 for
Country B and the apps score is 0 for Country B and 1 for Country
A. Needless to say, the applicant’s role can be also shared by several
entities, the appsct variable then responds in the same way as in v sa
does when a team is recorded as Inventor, rather than an individual
researcher.
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! Extract of the PATSTAT database structure

Table of applicants
Contains eg.:
Applicant's
residence

Applicant's
share on the

Application ID

|

patent

Table of Inventors
Contains eg.:
Inventor's
share on the

Application ID

patent

Figure 1:

Extract from PATSTAT database

Because studying solely the effect on innovation activity (invsct)
and patenting activity (appsct) is not sufficient to detect whether
patent shifting, or innovation fostering effect of a tax policy is dom
inant, another indicator that captures those activities relative to
each other has to be introduced. Two possible indicators were con
sidered.
Either ratio of the appsct and invsct variables, or their per cap
ita difference. Because the research question is defined as such, the
difference based indicator d i f f i ct was selected as the most con
venient one.

Its convenience can be illustrated on following ex

ample: In case of a jurisdiction that is slightly “innovation export
ing” , (appsct < invsct) and a certain policy stimulates, both, patent
applications in such a way that the ratio based indicator approaches
1 (i.e. increases) implying that the jurisdiction either improves it ’s
capacity to attract patent applications from abroad, or to retain do
mestic innovation and prevent them from being patented by foreign
entities, the difference based indicator might still be decreasing, i.e.
the number of per capita “exported” innovations might substantially
grow, being “hidden” under the flourishing local patenting activity.
Since one of the conditions for suggestion of patent shifting ef
fect being dominant for a tax policy evaluates the increment in real
amount of “imported”/ “exported” innovation, the difference based
indicator will be used in further model.
As already mentioned, the holistic view on innovating activity
that admits patent applications being geographically separated from
the underlying research and development is not new. As an example
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of a piece of research employing this empirical strategy, Dekker
(2017) was mentioned.

Nevertheless, the actual model proposed

in this work differs from the model estimated in Dekker (2017)
already in the selection of explained variables and in the nature
of used data. Because (instead of country level data used in this
thesis), Dekker (2017) and other recent publications on innovation
use non-aggregate patent level data x, the researcher are able to
link the particular research and development activity (including its
geographical location) with the particular patent application. This
enables e.g. classification of the patent applications into two groups:
’’homegrown” and ’’shifted” as introduced in Dekker (2017)12*. Due
to the less sophisticated data structure, this linkage is not feasible
in this work. The proposed explanatory variable were, nevertheless,
designed is such a way to capture the overall R&D and patenting
activity in the maximum similar way enabled by the used data.
Notice that the available data keeps a certain proportion of this in
formation - e.g. large amount of Dekker’s “foreign-grown” patent
applications can be linked with large positive value of d iffic tVariable
appsct

in v sct

d iffic t

Description

Source and formula

Number of PCT patent applications

Computed from PATSTAT:

from country c at year t

applet = E h l P p 1(o-PP-sho,rej i )
for i , j , such that (app.resji = c) 0 (yeari = f)

Sum of contributions of inventors from jurisdiction c

Computed from PATSTAT data:

on patent applications in year t

in vsct = I S L i Y ^ = i(in v-Sh a r eji)
for i , j , such that (in v-resp = c) Pl (yeari = f)

Per capita difference between patents applied

Computed from PATSTAT and W B data:

and invented by residents of jurisdiction c in the year t

d iffic t =

x 106

Table 1: Data description - Explained variables
2.2.2

Explanatory Variables

In the role of explanatory variables, a panel capturing relevant mac
roeconomic indicators and condition of research and development
environment is employed. In addition to that, each model equation
contains specific tax environment characterizing variables. Those
variables are also included in the panel. The panel consists of obser
vations from OECD countries in the period of 1995-2015 and it has
been consolidated from various sources for the purposes of this es1see Section 2.8 to read more about the difference
2” Homegrown” patent applications are those, where underlying R&D activity takes
place in the same jurisdiction, where the future legal owner of the patent resides. Contrarily, ’’shifted” patent applications are those where R&D and applicant came from different
jurisdictions.
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timation. A panel with this time range captures the introduction of
almost all IP-Boxes that are currently effective within OECD. The
only jurisdiction with existing IP-Box regime already in 1995 (lower
bound of scope) was Ireland. In Table 2, the available explanatory
variables are listed and described.
Before the actual regression execution, some of the variables will
be further transformed (logarithmic transformation, within trans
formation). Those transformation will be commented in following
subsections.
To clarify, I find important to notice, the difference between
E X P a and E X B ia variables.

Those might seem similar at the

first sight, but both variables are included in the regression, be
cause they proxy different features of the research and development
environment. The E X P ct variable represents spending on R&D as
the percentage of GDP. Thus, it can be understood as a proxy for
the attention given to research and development in the particular
year and jurisdiction. High values of E X P ct imply that the innov
ating activity is prioritized very high in the given jurisdiction and
year. On the other hand, the E X B ict variable is reported in abso
lute terms and accounts for the per capita amount of money spent
on innovating activities the the given year and country by private
businesses. In other words, it ’s reported in terms of real money and
the meaning is shifted toward private innovating activity attractive
ness.
The variables related to tax environment will be presented later
in this section, because most of them won’t be used (nor interpreted)
as standalone variables. Frequently, the tax-related variable will not
be even separable from each other disabling the individual marginal
effect computation.
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Var

T ype

GDPct

panel, numeric

EXP*

panel, percentage

E X B ict

panel, numeric

R E S ct

panel, numeric

legalc

time invariant, numeric

growthct

panel, percentage

taXet

panel, rate (in %)

IPct

panel, binary variable

I P Subct

panel, numeric

e ffta x tf

panel, numeric

taxdeVet

panel, numeric
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D e sc r ip tio n

GDP per capita
in PPP Dolars
Expeditures on R&D
as percentage of GDP
Gross expeditures on RD
covered by private business
entities per inhabitant
log FTE reseachers
per 1 million of employed
Estimate of intellectual property
rights protection index
GDP growth
Delared statutory corporate
income tax rate
Logical variable for effective
Intellectual Property box regime
How does the corporate income
tax rate improve thanks to IP-Box regime?
(0 for countries without IP-Box regime)
Effective corporate icome tax
rate in income issued from
intellectual property
(e f fetaXet = ta x ^ — IPsubet)
The distance of
e f fetaXet from its OECD mean
in the given year

S ource

World Bank Open Data
UlS.Stat by UNESCO

UlS.Stat by UNESCO

UlS.Stat by UNESCO
International protection
of intellectual property rights:
stochastic frontier index
by Jose Fernandez Donso, 2017
World Bank Open Data
Consolidated from various sources1
Consolidated from various sources 1

Consolidated from various sources 1

calculated based on
hereibefore listed variables

calculated based on
hereibefore listed variables

Table 2: Data description - Explanatory variables

Tax related variables

The tax environment related variables (see Table 2, lines 7 and fur
ther) will not be included in one equation at the same time. Instead
of that, four different sets of tax environment related variables will
be defined and consequently, four different equations (each based
on different set of tax environment variables) will be estimated for
each explanatory variable. The proposed sets of tax variables are
listed in Table 3. Unlike in existing papers such as Karkinsky and
Riedel (2012), the tax environment is simplified solely to corporate
income tax indicators. Withholding taxes on royalty payments are
not included.
T h e d a ta se t has been consolidated m anually from following sources:

• KPMG:
• PWC:
• G U E N T H E R , 2017
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Code
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Included variables

Estimate of effect of IP-Box regime

Estimate of effect of

and estimated coefficients

introduction with 10% tax reduction

5% decrease in CIT

A

lM P ct + / L e ffe t a x c t

A + ( —0.1) X $2

(-0 .0 5 ) x ft

B

■yilPct + "Mazct + I P s u b ct

7 i + (0.1) x 73

(-0 .0 5 ) x 72

C

6 i e f f e t a x ct

D

e-^tadevct

( - 0 .1 ) x dj

(-0 .0 5 ) x dj

no straightforward

no straightforward

interpretation

interpretation

Table 3: Expressions for estimation of effects of tax policy with examples

Set A
This set consists of two variables, whom one is the effective corpor
ate income tax rate (i.e. the minimum of the statutory CIT and
decreased patent box CIT) and second is the binary variable indic
ating, whether the jurisdiction has implemented in IP-Box regime.
The model is, thus, very close to DID model and when interpreted,
the coefficients cannot be seen as standalone, because ceteris paribus
effect, in this case, makes good sense only under specific circum
stances, as introduction of IP-Box regime by definition changes also
the effective corporate income tax rate. This model by definition
distinguishes whether the effective tax rate changes due to changes
in statutory tax rate, or due to preferential regime introduction.
Very similar choice of tax environment variables can be found in
Dekker (2017).
Set B
This set consists of three variables, whom one is the statutory cor
porate income tax rate, second is the binary variable indicating,
whether the jurisdiction has implemented in IP-Box regime and the
third variable is the percentage tax benefit associated with the pat
ent box regime. The model is, thus, also very close to DID model
and, as well as models with Set A, when interpreted, the coefficients
cannot be seen as independently, the as introduction of IP-Box re
gime by definition changes also the percentage tax benefit issued
from IP-Box introduction that increases from zero. This model by
definition distinguishes whether the effective tax rate changes due
to changes in statutory tax rate, or due to preferential regime intro
duction.
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Sets C and D

Those sets are simpler, containing only comprehensive variable for
the tax environment. Naturally, the one variable can not distinguish
the particular policy design behind a change in effective CIT. The
purpose of those model is therefore to give a general idea on the
effect of ex post tax incentives.
Model D based on taxdevct variable aims to approach the ex
isting research (e.g. Skeie et al), provides empirical findings based
on company level data that, moreover, enables matching of parent
companies with their subsidiaries and affiliates into groups. In their
approach, intra-group CIT differential is widely used to account for
the tax environment related effect. For MNE i, jurisdiction j and
time t, intra-group CIT differential is equal to the difference between
mean value of relevant tax rates of all jurisdictions where MNE i is
active the relevant tax rate in jurisdiction j. is widely used as the
main indicator of relative tax situation a company within the partic
ular group located in a jurisdiction. Evidence is given by both pieces
of research that a downward tax deviation from the group average
has significant positive effect on the number of patent applications
in general as well ass on the number of “homegrown” patent applic
ations (and thus R&D) and also shifted patent applications (with
R&D located abroad).
The available data doesn’t contain information on the relation
ship on patent or group level, which does not enable the usage of
identical approach. Thus, the first most similar feasible approach
would is employed, where the intra-group CIT differential is sub
stituted by intra-OECD CIT differential (taxdevct) assuming that
most MNEs do operate in vast number of OECD markets though.
However, this expression lacks clear interpretation in the policy eval
uation context, thus, it’s not convenient to this work that aims to
evaluate the effects of tax policy on focal innovation activities.
The other variable option that simplifies the tax environment into
one variable - the e f fta x ct variable, is therefore preferred. Despite
it evaluates the tax environment only in focal jurisdiction’s context,
it’s well interpretable with respect to a policy change.
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2.2.3

A note on patent quality

Typically for intangible assets, value and quality of patents have
very wide range. There are two common approaches found in the
literature, to deal with this heterogeneity. First approach uses the
number of citations as a proxy of patent quality (used by Xu, 2019
or Alstadsaeter, 2015). The second one leverages the geographical
scope of patent protection and uses it as a proxy for the patent qual
ity. Another common approach is, to restrict the analysis to patents
that are protected in so called “golden trinity” (geographic scope
of intellectual property protection includes USA, Japan, European
common market), or to patents that were applied through one of
the special procedures, such as EPO (used by Karkinsky& Riedel,
2012) or PCT that allow the applicant to apply for protection in
more markets at the same time, while filling only one patent applic
ation. In case the data is restricted on the PCT procedure patent
applications. It’s suggested that this restriction decreases the het
erogeneity in patent value, because there are additional costs issued
from widening the geographical range of patent protection that do
pay of only to applicant with high expected value of their future
intangible asset.
2.3

D e sc r ip tiv e a n alysis

As already mentioned, the available data is a panel of 36 OECD
countries observed during 20 years. In this section, attention will
be given especially to the variables related to the defined indicators
as listed in Table 1.
2.3.1

Descriptive analysis of the cross-sectional dimension

First, Figure 2 contains the boxplot representation of per country
d iffic t variable as described in Table 1. Recall that countries with
average d if f i ct above 0 are suggested to attract patent applica
tions for more innovations that their residents do actually invent, or
developed. For countries with this measure being bellow one, the
suggestion is opposite. In this figure, jurisdiction with higher taxa
tion are highlighted in blue, jurisdiction with lower tax burden on
corporate income generated by patents are highlighted in red.
It seems that most OECD countries keep their net innovation
imports negative. This might mean that the jurisdictions are failing
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to attract foreign developed innovations and acquire them for pat
enting or that their residents are slightly more active in the R&D
part of the innovation process, than in the patent applications. Next
to this majority, there are very few upward deviating jurisdictions
with significantly higher score, at the first sight, jurisdiction deviat
ing upwards from 0 with their net R&D imports, (e.g. Luxembourg
and United States) deviate much more significantly, than downward
deviating jurisdictions (e.g.Estonia).
In addition to that, the same graphical representation of ratioct
variable is provided in Figure 3. This variable is defined as the
ratio of patent applications by residents (appsct) to domestic innov
ation contributions (mnsct) and was also considered as a potential
dependent variable in the main regression model. Notice that the
distribution of ratioct and
is very simillar. Consequently,
one of those variables - d i f f ct is included in the system of seemingly
related equations that is estimated later in this section. Last but
not least, there doesn’t seem to be any straightforward observable
relationship between jurisdictions’ ratio (appsct to m w ) and it’s
tax burden. Thus, there will probably be more factors playing role
in the patent location decision making.
The second figure (Figure 2) contains again a boxplot representa
tion, but on the d if f i ct variable. Recall that this variable represents
the amount of innovation, “imported” in the jurisdiction per inhab
itant - the distribution is roughly similar ratioct distribution, but the
distances from mean, especially in case of smaller countries, seem to
be amplified.
An additional point for both of the figures (Figure 3, Figure 2)
is that the upwards deviating countries (e.g. United States, Lux
embourg, Switzerland) tend to be almost uniquely highly developed
countries. Contrarily the downwards deviating countries seem to
be a slightly more heterogeneous group. Moreover, the downwarddeviating group contains all the CEE and Baltic countries, despite
the tax burden there is in many cases bellow average. Consequently,
it is suggested that some non-tax country specific characteristics
might, also influence the actual R&D and patenting performance.
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Figure 2: Boxplot representation of per country d i f f i ct
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Figure 3: Boxplot representation of per country ra tio ct
2.3.2

Descriptive analysis of time dimension and trends

The Figure 4 displays the time evolution of aggregate patenting
activities by OECD entities. The red line represent a time series
of total yearly PCT patent applications by OECD residing entities
(J2cappsct), the blue line represents the total yearly contributions
on R&D activity by OECD residents related to the innovations that
were later subject to PCT patent application (J3Cinvsct).
This Figure should not be generalized to representation of global
patenting an innovation trends, as excludes patenting related activ
ities by e.g. Chinese entities that are very active in this held. Nev
ertheless, interesting patterns are noticeable.
First, the relative position of the cures, where the red cure rep
resenting patent applications is always above the the blue curve
representing related R&D activities implies that the patent applic
ations by OECD entities have an underlying proportion of related
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research and development activities located outside of OECD.
Second, both lines seem to differ roughly by a constant during
the entire observed period. In addition to being likely correlated
with each other, both components (applications and research and
development) might, in total, respond similarly to external factors,
such as business cycle.

However, there is no evidence that this

statement is applicable on country-level data.

199519961997139819992000200120 02200320 042005200620 0720082009201020112012201320142015
Year

Figure 4: Caption of yearly total patent applications (in red) and total under
lying research and development contributions (in blue) by OECD entities

2.4

M o d e l fo r m u la tio n

As described in Section 2.3, three dependent variables (see Table
1) and four different sets of explanatory variables (see Table 3) are
available. It’s assumed that the dependent variables are likely cor
related to each other. Therefore, the efficiency of estimation can be
increased by choice of a proper method that does not estimate them
separately, but altogether as a system of equations with accounting
for likely correlated residuals across the equations.
Consequently, the model will consist four systems of equations,
each containing three equations with identical variables on the right
hand side and different explained variable on the left hand side.
2.5

C h o ic e o f th e e s tim a tio n m e th o d

A technique comfortable with the cross-equation correlated disturb
ances assumption for system of equation’s estimation is called Seem-
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ingly unrelated regression (SUR). This estimation method comes
from the same category the Simultaneous equations method for ex
ample. Those methods are designed to estimate a system of equa
tions. In the case of Seemingly unrelated equations estimation, the
method is suitable for systems of equations having very similar (but
not necessarily identical) explanatory variables on the right hand
side and different, but likely cross-correlated explained variables on
the left hand side. Consequently, in such a system, the disturbances
are assumed to be uncorrelated within one equation, but for a given
observation, it might be correlated across equations.
In for this case in particular, the system is given by Equation 2)
for each set of explanatory variables (see Table 2 and 3).
For each set of explanatory variables Xp

apps
=
invs
\ d if f iy

(Xi 0 o \
0 Xi 0
V
o x j

íß ^ l\
ß i2

Vo

+

£¿2

= X(3 + e

(2)

\W

Technically, the estimation consists of two stages. In the first
stage, OLS regression is executed and issued residuals are used to
estimate cross-equation correlations.

The estimates then, in the

second stage, replace true values in GLS estimator for (3 coefficients.
In other words, the method is based on FGLS (feasible generalized
least squares'). The drawback of the selected method is that it re
quires pooling of the panel data for the purpose of first stage OLS
regression. In this case however, the Chow poolability test implies
that the data is not poolable as it suffers from significant countrywise heterogeneity. Needless to say that pooling such a panel would
result in heterogeneity bias in the first stage OLS estimation. In
order to mitigate the country fixed effects heterogeneity, the data
was within-transformed before pooling.
The within transformation consists of subscribing the country
specific mean from each observation. The results of the initial OLS
regression in the first stage of SUR change consequently as if a
dummy variable for each country was included in the regression,
mitigating the heterogeneity bias.
As the country specific means are subtracted from each observa
tion, intercept and any time-invariant variables drop out from the
regression, in this case, the legalc variable is, for data availabil
ity reasons, treated as time invariant thus, it drops out from the
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regression. To evaluate its effect however, an auxiliary FGLS re
gression was executed implying that legalct has significant positive
effect on country’s IP attractiveness and accounts for 5% to 40%
of the variance in the jurisdiction’s fixed effect estimated by and
auxiliary FEGLS estimation.
Further data diagnostics (Breuch-Pagan test, Breuch-Godfrey test)
imply, that the raw data suffers from more issues, that non-poolability.
Due to suggested issues with slightly heteroskedastic and autocorrelated residuals, the log-transformation of selected variables, namely
appsct, invsa and R esIN H ct was executed. Next to fulfillment of
the estimation assumptions, the log-transformation moreover en
ables the semi-elasticity interpretation of the estimated effects. Need
less to say that the log-transformation was executed before demean
ing2.6

R eg ressio n resu lts

The regression results are reported in following tables:
• Table 4: Results of SUR with demeaned data - M o d el A , B
• Table 5: Results of SUR with demeaned data - M o d el C, D
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2.6.1

Kj

SURE with within transformation: Model A and Model B

d iffic t

(Intercept)

-6.109
(3.289)
0.002***

-0.000

-0.000*

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

-28.171

0.490***

0.435***

(18.334)

(0.096)

(0.088)

52.251***

-0.069

-0 .094

GDP
EXP
EXBi
logRES
growth

loginvsct

Model B

0.005

0.001

(Intercept)

(0.017)

(0.016)

logappsd

(13.590)

(0.071)

(0.065)

-22.707

0.903***

0.990***

(23.486)

(0.123)

(0.112)

-0.001

-0.001

-0.002

(1.014)

(0.005)

(0.005)

efftax

282.685***

-1.098***

-0.707**

(56.029)

(0.294)

(0.268)

IPTRUE

46.016***

-0.039

-0.005

(9.867)

(0.052)

(0.047)

GDP
EXP
EXBi
logRES
growth
tax
IPTRUE
Ipsub

A dj.R 2
Num. obs.

0.101

0.380

0.389

708

708

708

A dj.R 2
Num. obs.

d iffic t

logappsd

loginvsct

0.444

0.002

-0.001

(3.448)

(0.017)

(0.016)

0.001***

-0.000***

-0.000***

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

-18.063

0.582***

0.514***

(18.648)

(0.094)

(0.086)

35.005*

-0.128

-0.151*

(13.732)

(0.070)

(0.063)

-78.140**

0.670***

0.772***

(24.400)

(0.124)

(0.113)

0.343

0.002

0.001

(1.025)

(0.005)

(0.005)

-132.422

-3.398***

-2.785***

(87.485)

(0.443)

(0.404)

-3.347

-0.013

0.006

(12.300)

(0.062)

(0.057)

352.237***

0.814

0.654

(86.827)

(0.440)

(0.401)

0.090

0.416

0.421

708

708

708
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Model A

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Table 4: SUR regression results for Model A and Model B

co
-I

2.6.2

Kj

SURE with within transformation: Model C and Model D

d iffic t

logappsd

loginvsct

M odel D

(Intercept)

-0 .0 0 0

-0 .0 0 0

-0 .0 0 0

(Intercept)

(3.061)

(0.016)

(0.014)

0.002"*

-0 .0 0 0

-0.000*

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

-29.805

0.491***

0.435***

(18.600)

(0.096)

(0.088)

51.268***

-0 .0 6 9

-0 .0 9 4

(13.788)

(0.071)

(0.065)

GD P
EX P
EXBi
logRES
growth
efftax
A dj.R 2
Num. obs.

-27.109

0.907***

0.990***

(23.812)

(0.123)

(0.112)

-0 .0 9 8

-0 .0 0 1

-0 .0 0 2

(1.028)

(0.005)

(0.005)

190.341***

-1.020***

-0.698**

(53.183)

(0.275)

(0.250)

0.083

0.385

0.395

708

708

708

GD P
EX P
EXBi
logRES
growth
taxdev
A dj.R 2
Num. obs.

d iffic t

logappsd

loginvsct

0.000

0.000

0.000

(3.079)

(0.016)

(0.014)

0.002***

-0 .0 0 0

-0.000*

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

-26.523

0.467***

0.418***

(18.673)

(0.097)

(0.088)

44.097**

-0 .0 1 9

-0 .0 5 8

(13.657)

(0.071)

(0.064)

-52.323*

1.064***

1.101***

(22.586)

(0.117)

(0.106)

0.081

-0 .0 0 2

-0 .0 0 2

(1.033)

(0.005)

(0.005)

71.971*

0.030

0.081

(33.249)

(0.173)

(0.156)

0.064

0.368

0.383

708

708

708

EMPIRICAL APPROACH

M odel C

***p < 0 .0 0 1 , **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Table 5: SUR regression results for Model C and Model D
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2 .7
2.7.1

R e s u lts in te r p r e ta tio n
A note on coefficient interpretation

Since the dataset was transformed before the estimation, the estim
ated coefficients have to be interpreted carefully and with respect
to those transformations.

First, notice that dependent variables

cippSet and invsct have been log-transformed, which makes gives all
the relevant coefficients semi-elasticity meaning.

Second, the en

tire dataset (except dummy variable for IP-Box introduction IP ct),
was demeaned with country specific averages before pooling for the
SURE estimation. The interpretation of the estimated coefficients
thus changes. It does no longer represent the effect associated with
one unit increase in the independent variable, but the effect associ
ated with one unit increase in the d is ta n c e fro m c o u n try -s p e c ific
m ean . Consequently, if e.g. regression results imply that the effect

of effta X ct on log-number of patent applications is significant neg
ative, we can say that an increase in effective tax burden is likely to
generate a decline in the number of patent application, but we do not
have enough evidence to state that high tax jurisdictions are likely
to account for lower number of patent application. In other words,
the regression is only interpretable in context of relative changes,
not in absolute numbers, as the country fixed effects were cleaned
out.
The demeaning, however, concerns also the dependent log vari
ables. The coefficients have to be therefore understood as percent
age “change in distance” of the dependent variable from its country
mean associated with an one unit “change in distance” of the in
dependent variable from its country mean.

Needless to say that

positive “change in distance” means that the value either increases
above the mean, or approaches the mean from bellow. Further in
the text, this effect will be called shortly as “semi-elasticity”.
2.7.2

The tax environment expressions

Significance of tax environment terms

Since models with A and B set of tax-related variables contain com
posite term accounting for the tax environment characteristics, Ftest for join significance was conducted implying that the tax envir
onment effect is statistically significant at at least 5% significance
level for all proposed metrics. The situation is slightly different in
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models with simple one-variable tax environment description. Here,
the taxdevct variable used in Models of type D has statistically insig
nificant effect (on 5% level) on the patenting and R&D applications.
The specificity of this particular model is attempted to be described
in one of following sections. In general, we can however conclude
that changes in tax environment effect do affect the innovating and
patenting activity. The effects are statically and economically sig
nificant.
Model A and B

Since models with A and B set of tax-related variables contain com
posite term accounting for the tax environment characteristics, the
sign of estimated effects cannot be determined independently. To
compute the overall effect of different incentivizing tax policies on
the tax environment for future comparison, illustrative policy scen
arios with equivalent associated changes in the effective CIT have
been defined:
• Scenario 1: Introduction of an IP-Box regime policy that de
creases the effective tax rate for qualified income by 10%
• Scenario 2: General 10% decrease in corporate income tax
rate in a country without IP-Box regime.
A note on scen a rio selectio n : The 10% tax reduction was
selected, as reliable simulation o f the actual IP -B ox regime intro
duction thanks to being very close from the actual average IP-Box
related effective C IT reduction.
Following table (Table 6) summarizes how the two defined scen
arios affect the innovating and patenting activity, including the
structure of those effects. The scenarios are assumed for a model
jurisdiction where that tax environment did not change recently and
the change in actual tax parameter is equivalent to change in dis
tance from the parameter mean (this assumption is crucial for the
interpretation of coefficients estimated on demeaned data).
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logappSçt'.
A - scenario 1

Variable
tax
effet ax
IP
IPSub
Total effect

Scenario 1

Scenario 1

Model A

Model B

A - scenario 2

Scenario 2

Scenario 2

Model A

Model B

0

-

0

-0.1

-

-0.1

0.1098

-

-0.1

0.1098

0.3398
-

1

-0.039

-0.013

0

0

0

0.1

0.0708

0.0814
0.0684

0

0.1098

0
0.3398

Scenario 2

Scenario 2

Model A

Model B

loginvSct'.
A - scenario 1

Variable
tax
effet ax
IP
IPSub

Scenario 1

Scenario 1

Model A

Model B

A - scenario 2

0

-

0

-0.1

-

-0.1

0.0707

-

-0.1

0.0707

-

1

-0.005

0.006

0

0

0

0

0.1

Total effect

-

0.0654

0.0 6 5 7

0.0714

Scenario 1

Scenario 1

Model A

Model B

0.2785

-

0

0.0 7 0 7

0.2785

Scenario 2

Scenario 2

Model A

Model B

d iffictA - scenario 1

Variable
tax
effet ax
IP
IPSub

Table 6:

0

-

0

-0.1

-

-0.1

-28.2685

-

-0.1

-28.2685

-

1

46.016

-3.347

0

0

0

-

35.2237

0

17.7475

3 1 .8 7 6 7

0.1

Total effect

A - scenario 2

13.2422

-

0

-28.2 6 8 5

13.2422

Computed effects for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, based on SU RE

estimates of Models A and B

First findings observable from the scenario comparison in Table 6
is that the research and development activity represented by invsct
variable responds to both proposed situations in same direction as
the patenting activity represented by appsct variable. For both vari
ables (invsct, appsct) the proposed tax policy decreasing the effective
tax rate on corporate income generated by patents, the number of
new patent applications is estimated to increase as well as the num
ber of patentable research and development achievements. Already
at this point, the results of this model seem to differ from Dekker
(2017) and Alstadsæter (2015) who agree that the local innovat
ing activity (proxied by different variable than in this thesis) might
respond negatively to IP-Box introduction. At this point it is im
portant to pinpoint the difference in scope of term ’’local R&D”. In
this work, the scope contain also R&D effort that is later subject to
patent application abroad, whereas Dekker (2017) and Alstadsæter
(2015) country only with ’’homegrown patents”, i.e. R&D effort
resulting into domestic patent application.
Another interesting observation is that the form of proposed tax
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policy seems to influence the magnitude of this effect. The incre
ments generated by IP-Box policy simulation seem to be much more
moderate, than the increments generated by the overall change in
overall corporate income tax rate simulation. In other words, based
on the observation, generally making the tax environment more com
petitive might attract intellectual property (including the underly
ing real research and development activity) more significantly, than
the IP-Box regime policy. To quantify this statement, the estimates
imply that a 10% decrease effective corporate income tax rate stim
ulates 6-7 % (depending on selected model) increase in the distance
from average number of patent applications by residents (nppsct).
Despite the existing literature dos not provide direct comparison of
IP-Box and general tax burden moderation and their effect on Ry7D
and patenting, Alstadsaeter et al. (2015) concludes, that the effect
of an IP-Box regime on strategic location of patents accentuates
with widening the scope of the patent box in terms of the qualify
ing income definition. If we admit, the general decline in corporate
income tax being equivalent to introduction of a patent box with
maximum wide scope in the proposed meaning, those observations
support each other.
In the meantime, the same change in effective CIT rate run by
10% drop in statutory CIT affects the patenting activity to higher
extent. The semi-elasticity reaction to 10% change in CIT is estim
ated to be 11-34%, depending on the estimation method.
In case of the contributions on patentable innovations by res
idents, the situation is similar. IP-Box driven tax relief seems to
result in 6-7% increase in distance from mean, whereas equivalent
10% decline in statutory CIT increases the distance from mean by
7-29%.
The estimated behaviour difference-based indicator of relative
size of the patenting and R&D activities seem to be less straight
forward. In Scenario 1, where the tax decline is driven by an IPBox regime, the indicator seems to increase. Due to the logic of
its definition, increasing d i f f i ct means that the increment to num
ber of patent applications by residents (appsct before demeaning) is
nominally larger, than the increment to innovation contributions by
residents (invsct before demeaning), provided that both increments
are positive. Unlike with the first observation, in this case the res
ults are aligned Dekker (2017) despite the difference in scope of
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’’local R&D” term, estimates that the patent applications incentivized by an IP-Box regime introduction are mainly shifted, however,
the home-grown innovations are also patented at higher rate than
before the policy.
Since the literature tends to conclude that additional require
ments on the qualification of income generated by intellectual prop
erty to benefit from preferential IP-Box regime actually, such as the
Nexus Ratio improve the situation in favor of R&D activity (Aldstadsaeter et aid) the intuition is that general corporate income tax
rate reduction has should be impacting the patent applications to
larger extent than the innovating activity. This expectation is, how
ever not fulfilled by the executed regression. The SURE regression
results in context of Scenario 2, where the tax decline origins in gen
eral decrease of corporate income tax are ambiguous, because the
proposed models don’t comply to each other in the sign of estimated
statutory CIT decrease effect.
M odel C

In Model C, the tax environment effect on innovating activity is
reduced to the effective corporate income tax rate. Consequently,
we don’t distinguish between the tax rate on patent income being
changed by general tax policy or through IP-Box regime. As well as
the previously presented models A and B, the result suggests that
moderation of a effective corporate income tax rate results impacts
both, the innovating and the patenting activity positively. The mag
nitude of those effects however doesn’t seem to be the same. Both,
the relative size of estimated effect appsct and invsct and the signi
ficant positive effect estimated in case of the difference based indic
ator d iffic t suggest that the ex post tax benefits, no mater what
is their particular design do foster research and development activ
ity slightly lower extent that they foster IP shifting activity. This
could be taken as an evidence of ex post tax incentive being rather
a tool of intangible assets attraction, than actual innovation foster
ing. However, evaluating the situation from perspective of OECD
countries included in the data sample, where most of the countries
are “innovation exporting” (i.e. fail to keep domestically developed
innovations home and prevent them from being patented abroad)
and therefore, a temporarily disproportional evolution of the innov
ating and intellectual property generating activity is not necessarily
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undesirable, because it might lead to balance. Moreover, this model
does not distinguish between the used policy tools, thus, the res
ult does not enable any comparison of the IP-Box regime driven
a general CIT reduction driven policy.

Similar conclusions were

reached by Skeie et al. (2016). In addition to providing evidence
on both, patenting and R&D activity being positively influenced by
decreases in effective tax on patent income, he observes, that the
’’patent shifting” channel seems to be dominant generator of the
impact and that that it, on average, account for about 2/3 of the
overall effect, depending on particular patent box design. These two
pieces of empirical research are however not be referenced directly,
since Skeie et al. (2016) uses slightly different variable for the tax
environment - the intra-group tax differential. In other words, his
model is rather analogous to Model D presented in this thesis, that
is, as explained in following paragraph, inconclusive.
Model D
As explained in the Section 2.2, Model D is slightly different from
the other three models because, therefore the ceteris paribus effect of
change in tax policy (such as Scenario in 1 or 2) cannot be isolated.
According to the regression results, the effect of demeaned taxdevct
in opposite to the effect of e f f t a x ct and moreover statistically in
significant at 5% significance level for the patenting an innovating
activity indicators. This result is surprising, because taxdevct and
e fft a x c t were assumed to be nearly analogous and so was their ef
fect.
For the difference-based indicator, the effect of taxdevct was es
timated as positive and statistically significant. Nevertheless, the
effect on corner stone variables appsct and invsa seems to be stat
istically indifferent from zero. The resulting statistical insignificance
of tax differential on appsct is slightly alarming, because vast major
ity of existing literature proves significant negative effect. Example
given, Karkinski and Riedel (2012) estimates that there is an 3.8%
increase in patent applications associated with 1% change drop in
CIT rate differential. A possible source of misalignment in those
results could be the absence of MNE structure data in this thesis.
Karkinski and Riedel use differentials specific for each MNE, which
is due to lower complexity of the used data.
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2.8

L im ita tio n s o f t h e e m p iric a l a p p ro a c h

The reliability of the empirics behind this section is limited by fol
lowing issues:
• The used panel data is slightly unbalanced. However, only less
than 2% of the observations is missing. In addition to that, it
doesn’t seem that the missing vales are anyhow correlated with
other factors except time - older observations are more likely
to miss.
• The used geographic scope (OECD) excludes several innovating
superpowers from the regression (e.g China). The caption of
global innovating and patenting activity is this incomplete.
• The boom of IP-Box regimes is quite recent. The number of
observations in the sample that do have implemented patent
box regime is therefore not overwhelming. There are no doubts
that several years from now, when more data on the innovating
and patenting activity in countries with implemented patent
box will be collected, the model can be re-estimated with more
reliable results.
• In some jurisdictions, (e.g. Switzerland), the IP-Box regimes
are introduced on sub-national level. In the Swiss example,
the IP-Box regime is effective only in Nidwalden canton. The
granularity of used data does not enable the correct assignment
of effects generated by a sub-national policy.
• Due to partial failure of the Model D to comply with existing
literature already in the most basic findings, the overall reliab
ility of the empirical section might be questioned.
• Finally, the last limitation to be pinpointed concerns rather the
relevance, than the reliability of the proposed model. Unlike
as in modern innovation economics literature (e.g. Xu, 2017),
in this work, solely aggregate country level data is used to es
timate the models. The modern approach consists in treating
each patent application separately, assigning it to a particular
subsidiary located in jurisdiction. Meanwhile, the subsidiaries
are assigned to the particular MNE. The resulting dataset can
be used to study the location and mobility of intangible as
sets within each MNE, as performed by Karkinsky and Riedel
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(2012) for example. Since this approach is quite demanding
in terms of necessary data inputs and the dataset preparation,
this work opts for simpler, but at the same time less power
ful approach typical for older innovation economics literature.
In this thesis, the MNE structure is disregarded. And effect
ively, the entire OECD is seen as one immense MNE with the
member countries being the subsidiaries. Consequently, a cer
tain portion of variance in the actual patenting or innovating
activity might be lost in the aggregation. 1

Conclusion
Increasing number of OECD jurisdiction induces patent box regime
policy, arguing that it is beneficial for research and development
and makes the economy more competitive through innovation fos
tering. Existing research however suggest that there are also other
effects related to an ex post R&D incentive such as an patent box
regime and moreover that the R&D fostering effect might not event
be dominant (Dekker, 2017).
This thesis studies the innovating activity from two perspectives. It
distinguishes between intangible asset generating activities and the
actual R&D innovation generating activities and focuses on the im
pacts of change in tax policy on those components. More precisely, it
the impacts of patent box regime introduction and impacts of equi
valent tax burden relief driven by general CIT adjustment on the
innovating activity are compered. In order to identify and isolate
properly the R&D fostering and patent shifting effects, the actual
innovation generating activity and the intangible asset generating
activity underlying any patent application were studied separately
and with respect to each other. The empirical analysis based on data
panel (20 years x OECD) concludes that there are some differences
between the R&D environment reacts on patent box introduction
and on general decrease in CIT. A naive conclusion would be to
state that it is an evidence on patent boxes being subject to suf
ficient regulation that entirely prevents them from patent shifting
incentivization that is inevitable in the general CIT decrease con1E xam ple give, th e evidence on c a p ita l m ark et in te g ratio n having positive im p a c ts on
innovation a c tiv ity was n o t delivered before researchers gained access a n d necessary to o ls to
investigate th e innovation d a ta on com pany level. A u th o r of th is first successful a tte m p t is
Prof. X inpeng X u, 2017.
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text. This statement, however, doesn’t seem to be true.
Despite the confirmation of negative effect of IP-Box regime intro
duction, or general relief in tax burden as described in Dekker (2017)
could not be provided based on the empirical results of this work,
the SURE regression results for proposed model are confirming the
findings of existing literature in following points. First, the legal
location of intangible assets and the geographic location on under
lying real research and development activity (Grubert, 2003 ; Skeie
et al., 2016) do respond to both, effective tax rated and effective tax
rate differentials.
Regarding the studied difference in policy impacts, the IP-Box
regime driven reduction in effective corporate income seems to have
moderate effect on both - the innovating and patenting component
of the patent business, compared to equivalent reduction in gen
eral statutory corporate income tax rate.

This Ending probably

originates in the IP-Box design that imposes additional restrictions
on the tax bonus materialization. Despite the studied data sample
contains only a very limited number of observations from the period
of time, when Nexus Requirements on minimal real economic activ
ity is agreed, vast majority of the IP-Box regimes has some nonparametric regulatory specificity (Evers, 2015 ; Alstadsaeter, 2015).
Another conclusive result concerns the relative magnitude of IP
shifting and innovation fostering effects associated with the different
tax policies that were given special attention in this work. Namely,
the IP shifting aspect of an IP-Box regime induction seems to be
dominant over the innovation fostering effect, which complies with
the existing literature (e.g. Skeie et al., 2016) and altogether bring
evidence on the misleading presentation of patent boxes as of innov
ation fostering tools.
Although the relative magnitude of IP shifting and R&D fos
tering effects was similarly assessed for the general CIT relief, the
dominant effect was not detected as the empirical results were in
conclusive. This remaining open question might therefore be an
interesting focus for future research, as well as the reconsideration
of the entire research question with company or patent level data.
To summarize, this conclusions imply that for the research and
development activity, the patent box policy does not seem to be
anyhow better that general decrease in corporate income tax rate.
(Notice that the policy costs for the jurisdiction were not subject
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of the assessment). Moreover, the patent shifting effect seems to be
dominant driver of the seemingly flourishing R&D sector after the
patent box introduction. The question remains, if the results will
be comparable later in future, when a data sample covering wider
period of new patent boxes operations complying with the Modified
Nexus Approach requirements could be analyzed.
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